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The process of collecting data involves primary as well as secondary methods or sources. The first method 
involves the collection of data by the researcher from primary or first-hand sources. These primary sources 
include collecting data from books, library resources, etc. On the other hand, another type of data collection 
is the secondary source of data collection that is retrieved from already used sources in the research. This 
type of data is already collected through primary sources for previous research work and is available to be 
used by future researchers for their research. The major difference between primary and secondary data 
analysis lies in that primary data is collected by the researcher by him/herself whereas secondary data is not 
collected by the researcher him/herself but rather by someone else "essay writer". With the advanced 
technological means, it has become easy for researchers to get their hands on secondary sources of data. 

You may collect data for your research from internet sources, journals, articles and research papers, etc. 

 

 

 

There are numerous benefits of using the secondary data analysis method over using primary data analysis. 
The biggest among all benefits is that secondary data is easily available to researchers to use in their 
research. As some other researcher has already collected data, you simply need to use that data for your 

research. While using secondary data, you do not need to put a lot of effort and research into locating data 
for your research as is required in primary data analysis. However, if you are not finding a suitable 
secondary data source for your research you can ask an essay writer to write my essay and collect a 
secondary data source for you. In secondary data analysis, you are at full ease by using already available 
and collected data by someone else. Therefore, it benefits you by saving your time as well as your energy by 
offering easy availability. 
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Another major benefit of using secondary data analysis is that it is cost-effective. It does not involve 
spending money on collecting new data rather it is economical by offering you to use already data available 
that you can use for your research. The collection of primary data analysis involves sometimes huge travel 
costs that assert huge economic pressure on the researcher. On the other hand, in secondary data analysis, 
you do not need to spend on travel to collect data for your research. Therefore, secondary data analysis is 
economical as it saves your money. Another main benefit of secondary data analysis is that it provides you 

the opportunity to collect a huge amount of data for your sources from a wide variety of sources available 
for collecting data for your research. You can collect data from a research paper that s relevant to write my 
paper. You can browse multiple research papers related to your research subject and can use data of all 
research by synthesizing and making changes according to your requirements. However, you can ask some 
paper writing service to collect secondary data for your research by locating various sources for your 
secondary data analysis. In this way, you will be able to collect the best secondary data analysis sources for 
your research. 

There are various sources for collecting sources for secondary data analysis. You can find a variety of 
secondary data sources to be used for your research. However, the most remarkable sources to be used as 
secondary sources are Books, Published sources, Unpublished works of authors, Journals, Electronic sources, 
Diaries, Blogs, Websites, Newspapers, Podcasts, and data collected from government records. One of the 
main sources of secondary data analysis is the collection of data from published sources. There is a variety 
of published sources that you can use for secondary data analysis. However, while searching for published 
sources online, look for authentic writers and publishing companies to collect data for your research. 

Another major source of secondary data analysis is the journal sources. Journals are even taking place of 
books nowadays as far as the data collection process is concerned. You can effectively use journal data as a 
secondary source of data analysis for your research. Look for those journals which are relevant to your 
research field and then use them as a source of your secondary data analysis for your essay writing service. 
Another major source of secondary data analysis involves newspapers. You can use newspapers as 
secondary data analysis for your research by using various facts and news provided by them. Newspapers 

are a reliable source for your secondary data analysis. Besides newspapers, you can also utilize government 
websites and government official records as your data for your research. Government sources and 
newspapers can best help you to locate sources of data for your research. 

Other than the above sources, general websites and unpublished works and resources can also be used as 

the source of collecting secondary data. In today's era of technology and the internet, you can get a variety 
of online sources for your data collection process. Unpublished works of authors can also provide you with 
the best sources for your secondary data analysis. Another major source of secondary data analysis is the 
utilization of research articles and EssayHours.com. You can search online available research papers related 
to your research domain and can utilize the data of those research papers for your research. However, if you 
are finding it difficult to locate sources for your secondary data analysis, you can ask some professionals, 
“could you write my paper?”to help you find the best sources to be used for secondary data analysis. 
Moreover, Podcasts, blogs, and diaries can also be used for secondary data analysis. Hence, secondary data 
analysis involves a lot of benefits that you can enjoy by using this method for your research data collection. 
Also, you can use above stated sources for secondary data analysis. 
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